ALTERNATIVES

FLAME-WEEDING: A HOT ALTERNATIVE TO HERBICIDES

By Brad Cohen

Since the beginning of civilization, fire has been a tool for managing vegetative growth in the landscape. One source lists eleven major uses of fire by Native Americans: for hunting, crop management, improving growth and yields, fireproofing, insect collection for consumption, pest management, warfare, “economic extortion,” clearing areas for travel, felling trees, and clearing riparian areas. However, it took quite some time to figure out how to control fire for modern agricultural and home garden usage.

Flame-Weeding in Agriculture

Flame-weeding as we know it has been around since the mid-1800s. The first agricultural flame-weeder, or flam-er, was patented in 1852. However, it wasn't until the 1940s that flame-weeding became recognized as an effective tool in such crops as cotton, sugar cane, and corn. By 1965, there were roughly 25,000 flame weeder commercial use, but as herbicides became popular, flame-weeding nearly died out. By 1990, flame-weeding was in use on approximately 10,000 acres around the U.S. In recent years, with the renewed interest in non-chemical weed control, gardeners and farmers are taking another look at flame-weeding.

Non-Agricultural Uses

Flame-weeder have also found favor among home-owners as a maintenance tool for around the yard and driveway. Flame weeder are great tools to use around fence lines, around brick and other garden paths, and on gravel driveways or in driveway cracks. However, don't use them around the lawn; they will leave brown burnt spots that aren't very attractive! Parks departments are using them to maintain cracks in sidewalks and parking lots, around sign posts, and to weed baseball fields.

What Is Flame-Weeding?

Flame-weeding uses the heat generated from one or more propane burners to kill weeds. Flame-weeder can be either hand-held with the propane tank carried in a cart or in a backpack, or tractor-mounted. They all work in the same way. Intense heat sears the leaves of the weeds, causing the cell sap to expand, damaging cell walls. This causes leaves to wilt and prevents water from moving from the roots to the leaves. In a short period of time, the plant withers and dies. The plant is not actually burned.

How to Flame-Weed in One Easy Lesson

Flame-weeding, like other forms of weeding, must be done in a timely manner. It is very important to catch the weeds at a young state when crop's first true leaves are first beginning to show, usually when the plant is one to two inches tall. Broadleaf plants are much more susceptible to flaming then grasses, because of the thinner, larger leaves. To be effective, the flaming wand is slowly passed three to six inches above the target weeds. An observable “sag” in the weed indicates that it has been heated long enough.

Plants do not die instantly. In fact, there may be little noticeable difference after treatment for a couple of hours, even up to a day. Remember, it is not necessary to burn the plants to the point of ashes; the sag indicates that the weed has been killed.

Please be very careful when flame-weeding. Make sure to check for fire bans in dry areas. Always wear protective clothing: gloves, pants, and closed-toe shoes.

Three Methods of Use

There are three basic ways of using flame-weeders in gardens and on farms: selectively; “spot-flaming,” non-selectively treating entire beds, and as a treatment before planting. With spot flaming, specific weeds are targeted and flamed directly. This method is generally used when the desirable plants or crop are big enough to be readily distinguished from the weeds.

Non-selective flaming is used when both the weeds and desired plants are at a similar height. With certain harder plants such as corn, onion, and garlic, the tops in their early stages of develop-
Some Personal Experiences

Megan Kemple, Public Education Coordinator at NCAP, has been using the Flame Engineering “Weed Dragon” for several years around her yard and loves it. It cleans up weedy areas quickly, including driveway cracks, garden paths, garden beds, and the edges of harder perennial beds. Megan has also used it in pesticide-free parks in Portland, Oregon. It makes quick work of large areas when helping hands are few. Flame-weeders work very well on young dandelions and young grass, though not so well on ivy, blackberries, or hardier plants, according to Megan.

Melissa Barker, farm manager at the Evergreen State College in Olympia, Washington, uses flame-weeders in the spring and fall for bed preparation and stale beds. She also uses flame weeding in large open areas, and on the tops of garden beds before plant emergence. Barker finds flame-weeders most effective on broadleaf weeds and believes that the flame weeder to be a great value in that it rarely uses more than five gallons of propane in a year.

Jim Barngrover, the Agriculture and Food Program Manager for the Alternative Energy Resources Organization of Helena, Montana, considers flame-weeding the best option for some situations. He states, “Flame-weeding carrots just prior to emergence at about seven to nine days after seeding has worked exceedingly well at removing the early germinating weed seeds in the carrot rows.”

The author of this article, Brad Cohen, also has considerable experience with flame-weeders on farms and has used them to create a very manageable weed control program routine in conjunction with hoes, and the most basic tool of all, his hands. With a flame-weeder as the main tool, and a hoe as back-up, two people (we had a little bit of help throughout the season) were able to mostly maintain five acres of vegetables, herbs, and flowers in London, Oregon, at the Territorial Seed Co. seed trial farm. A hoe was used to cut those few weeds the flame-weeder missed. In general, hoeing may be better suited for weeding in-between rows and areas that may be too small for the use of a flame-weeder. When you find weeds that are too close to your crops to hoe, then it’s time to hand weed.
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